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Delegation of agri-companies from the Netherlands will participate
in the Harvest Money Expo 2018. They will exhibit innovative agrisolutions for both crop and livestock specifically in dairy,
horticultural, poultry, potatoes, livestock feeds, soil, crop and
animal health, solar energy and irrigation.
A Dutch Agri delegation will visit Uganda from 14th – 18th February. The trade
mission will start with field visits in the respective sectors, thereafter the Dutch
companies will exhibit in the Holland lounge during the Harvest Money Expo at
Mandela national stadium, Kampala. This event is part of the Uganda Best Farmer
Award, organised annually by the NewVision Media Group, KLM Royal Dutch
Airlines, DFCU bank, Koudijs and the Embassy of the Kingdom of the Netherlands
(EKN) in Uganda.
The delegation consists of leading companies from the Netherlands; they will bring their
most innovative solutions especially designed to address the constraints within Uganda’s
agricultural sector. For instance, Scherjon Dairy Equipment will exhibit a mobile dairy
factory in a 40 foot container, including a milk collection & cooling tank manufactured by
renowned dairy equipment company Mueller BV. For more information about all the
companies in the trade mission contact the undersigned.
Furthermore you will find very interesting businesses in the Holland lounge. There will be
over 25 local Dutch-Ugandan companies present, providing products & services on the
Ugandan market. Uganda’s Best Farmers from the Best Farmer Competition will be
exhibiting in the Holland lounge. Lastly; 13 companies supported through the EKN funded
programs will be showcasing their innovative and market oriented solutions towards the
growth of the dairy, horticulture, rice and potatoes sectors more so showcasing
employment opportunities for youth in Agribusiness.
During the 3-day event there will be workshops, presentations and Masterclasses in the
seminar room in the Holland lounge. An official opening ceremony will be held in the
Holland Lounge on the morning of the first day. The Holland lounge will be opened by the
Ambassador of the Netherlands in Uganda Mr. Henk Jan Bakker.
The event is organised by the Netherlands Export Combination and AgriProFocus by
commission of the Netherlands Enterprise Agency and the Embassy of the Kingdom of the
Netherlands in Uganda.
We invite all farmers and stakeholders in the agri sector to the Harvest Money
Expo and specifically to the Holland lounge! Please come and speak to us; it will
be a pleasure meeting with you!
For more information please contact:
Mr. Joost van Dam
Netherlands Export Combine
Tel: +31 334330131
Email: info@nec.nl

Mrs. Lucy Asiimwe Twinamasiko
AgriProFocus Uganda
Tel:+256752210738
Email: lasiimwe@agriprofocus.com

